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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a new graph model known as clustered graphs, i.e. graphs
with recursive clustering structures. This graph model has many applications in informational
and mathematical sciences. In particular, we study C-planarity of clustered graphs. Given a
clustered graph, the C-planarity testing problem is to determine whether the clustered graph
can be drawn without edge crossings, or edge-region crossings. In this paper, we present ecient
algorithms for testing C-planarity and nding C-planar embeddings of clustered graphs.

1 Introduction
Representing information visually, or by drawing graphs can greatly improve the e ectiveness of
user interfaces in many relational information systems [12, 17, 18, 5]. Developing algorithms for
drawing graphs automatically and eciently has become the interest of research for many computer
scientists. Research in this area has been very active for the last decade. A recent survey citelabel13new of literature in this area includes over 250 references.
As information systems become more and more complicated, classical graphs tend to be insufcient for modeling the information. This has motivated the development of more powerful graph
models, e.g. hypergraphs [2], compound digraphs [21], cigraphs [15] and higraphs [10]. Although
these graph models has provided us a high level of abstraction and can be applied to a wide range
of applications, automatic layout facilities for these graphs seem hard to develop. Only heuristic
algorithms for hierarchical layout of compound digraphs have been developed [21, 20]. In this paper, we introduce a practical and simple model called clustered graphs, i.e. graphs with recursive
clustering structures (see Fig. 1). This clustering structure can be used to model information in
many areas, such as software engineering [23], knowledge representation [13], idea organization [14],
software visualization [22] and VLSI design [10].
Planarity is a much studied area for classical graphs. For example, the problem of minimizing
edge crossings is proved to be NP-hard [9, 7]. However, ecient algorithms for testing whether
a graph is planar (i.e. can be drawn without edge crossings) exist [11, 16, 3, 6]. Planarity issues
relating to the more powerful graph models mentioned above have not been studied. In this paper,
we introduce C-planarity, the planarity of clustered graphs. In a drawing of a clustered graph,
vertices and edges are drawn as points and curves as usual. Clusters are drawn as simple closed
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Figure 1: An Example of a Clustered Graph

Figure 2: A Non C-planar Clustered Graph with Planar Underlying Graph
curves that de ne closed regions of the plane. The region for each cluster contains the drawing
of the subgraph induced by its vertices and no other vertices. A region for a cluster contains the
regions for all its subclusters and does not intersect the region for any other cluster. A clustered
graph is C-planar if it has a drawing with no crossings between distinct edges, or crossings between
an edge and a region. Note that the planarity of the underlying graph does not imply the existence
of a C-planar drawing of a clustered graph. For example, in Fig. 2, two edges cross a region to
which they do not belong.
It appears that C-planarity testing is not a trivial extension of planarity testing of classical
graphs. For example, consider the clustered graph in Fig. 3. Suppose that the vertices on three
triangles belong to three separate clusters. It is obvious that the graph is planar in the usual
sense. The graph induced by the vertices of each cluster is planar; and the graph obtained by
collapsing any cluster to a vertex is also planar. However, this clustered graph is not C-planar.
Based on analysis of other examples, it appears to us that the st-numbering based planarity testing
algorithms in [16] and [3] also cannot be easily adapted to C-planarity testing.
In a clustered graph, the subgraph induced by the vertices of a cluster may not be connected
even if the entire underlying graph is connected. This non-connectedness of clusters makes things
more complicated. There can be many possible ways to form the regions for clusters even with
a xed embedding of the underlying graph. Fig. 4 gives an example. In Fig. 4(a) and (b), the
embeddings of the underlying graph are the same, while the formations of the regions are di erent.
Only the example in (b) gives a C-planar drawing. We concentrate on clustered graphs where the
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Figure 3: A Planar but Not C-Planar Clustered Graph
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Figure 4: Di erent Region Formations on the Same Graph
graph induced by each cluster is connected. We call such graphs connected clustered graphs.
In this paper, we develop algorithms for testing C-planarity and nding C-planar embeddings
of connected clustered graphs in O(n2) time. In Section 2, we present some terminology and
some useful characterizations of C-planar clustered graphs. In Section 3, we present an algorithm
for testing C-planarity in connected clustered graphs. We also extend the testing algorithm to a
C-planar embedding algorithm. We conclude in Section 4 with some interesting open problems.

2 Preliminaries
A clustered graph C = (G; T ) consists of an undirected graph G and a rooted tree T such that
the leaves of T are exactly the vertices of G. Each node  of T represents a cluster V ( ) of the
vertices of G that are leaves of the subtree rooted at  . Note that the tree T describes an inclusion
relation between clusters. The tree T is called the inclusion tree of C . The graph G is called the
underlying graph of C . We let T ( ) represent the subtree of T rooted at node  and G( ) denote
the subgraph of G induced by the cluster associated with node  . We de ne C ( ) = (G( ); T ( ))
to be the sub-clustered graph associated with node  . When necessary to avoid confusion, we refer
to edges of G as adjacency edges and edges of T as inclusion edges. For the purposes of this paper,
we can assume that each node in T has at least two children except for leaf nodes.
A drawing of a clustered graph C = (G; T ) is a representation of the clustered graph in the
plane. Each vertex of G is represented by a point. Each edge of G is represented by a simple curve
between the drawing of its endpoints. For each node  of T , the cluster V ( ) is drawn as a simple
closed region R de ned by a simple closed curve in the plane such that:
3

 the regions for all sub-clusters of R are completely contained in the interior of R;
 the regions for all other clusters are completely contained in the exterior of R;
 if there is an edge e between two vertices of V ( ) then the drawing of e is completely contained
in R.
Given a drawing D of C = (G; T ), we produce a consistent drawing D of G by removing the region
boundary curves from D.
We say that the drawing of edge e and region R have an edge-region crossing if the drawing of e
crosses the boundary of R more than once. A drawing of a clustered graph is C-planar if there are
0

no edge crossings or edge-region crossings. If a clustered graph has a C-planar drawing then we
say it is C-planar (Fig. 1 gives an example of a C-planar clustered graph). Note that C = (G; T ) is
C-planar only if G is planar. A C-planar drawing also contains a planar drawing of the underlying
graph.
An edge is said to be incident with a cluster V ( ) if one end of the edge is a vertex of V ( ) but
the other end is not in V ( ). An embedding of C = (G; T ) includes an embedding of G plus the
circular ordering of edges crossing the boundary of the region of each non trivial cluster (a cluster
which is not a single vertex). In other words, an embedding of a clustered graph consists of the
circular ordering of edges around each cluster which are incident to that cluster.
A clustered graph C = (G; T ) is a connected clustered graph if each cluster induces a connected
subgraph of G. The following theorem gives a necessary and sucient condition for the C-planarity
of connected clustered graphs.
Theorem 1 A connected clustered graph C = (G; T ) is C-planar if and only if graph G is planar
and there exists a planar drawing D of G, such that for each node  of T , all the vertices and edges
of G ? G( ) are in the outer face of the drawing of G( ).
Proof: Note that since each G( ) is connected, the boundary of its outer face in any planar drawing
of G( ) consists of a connected cycle.
Consider a clustered graph C = (G; T ) with a C-planar drawing D, let D be the consistent
drawing of the underlying graph G. Suppose that there is a node  of T such that G ? G( ) are
not all in the outer face of the drawing of G( ) in D . Then there must exist a vertex v in G ? G( )
which is drawn in the interior of the outer facial cycle of the drawing of G( ). Then any simple
region that contains the drawing of G( ) must also contain v . This contradicts the assumption
that D is a C-planar drawing of C .
Now, consider a planar drawing D of the underlying graph G, such that for each node  of T ,
G ? G( ) is drawn in the outer face of the drawing of G( ). We produce a drawing D of clustered
graph G = (C; T ) by adding cluster boundaries to D recursively up tree T . For each node  of T , we
make the boundary for cluster of  by drawing a simple closed curve in the outer face of G( ) along
its outer facial cycle,  > 0 distance away from the outer facial cycle of G( ) or the boundary of the
included regions. In this construction, each region is simple, and the region inclusion convention
is followed. There are no edge crossings, since D is a planar drawing of G. By construction, the
only edges that cross the boundary of the region for a node  of T are edges connecting vertices
of G( ) with vertices of G ? G( ). Consequently, there are no edge-region crossings. Clearly, this
construction produces a C-planar drawing of C .
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Next, we present a characterization of C-planarity of general clustered graphs. We need some
more terminology here. Suppose that C1 = (G1; T1) and C2 = (G2; T2) are two clustered graphs,
T1 is a subtree of T2, and for each node  of T1, G1 ( ) is a subgraph of G2( ). Then we say C1 is
a sub-clustered graph of C2, and C2 is a super-clustered graph of C1.
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Figure 5: The Example for the Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 A clustered graph C = (G; T ) is C-planar if and only if it is a sub-clustered graph of

a connected and C-planar clustered graph.
Proof: Suppose that clustered graph C = (G; T ) is C-planar, where G = (V; E ); and D is a
C-planar drawing of C . Let  be a node of T , and let w1; w2; : : :; wk be the points in circular
order where edges cross the region boundary of cluster  . Let vi and vi+1 be the vertices of G( )
which connect to adjacent points wi and wi+1 respectively. In this C-planar drawing D of C ,
vertices wi, wi+1 , vi+1 and vi are on boundary of some face f (See Fig. 5(a)), since vi and vi+1
are on the same side of the region boundary of cluster  . We add edge (vi ; vi+1) to G( ) if vi and
vi+1 are not connected previously. We draw it by making a curve from vi to vi+1 along the curve
(vi ; wi; wi+1; vi+1)  > 0 distance away from it, inside face f . This does not produce any crossings
since the curve we draw is totally inside face f . Suppose that there is a connected component H
of G( ) which has no connection with G ? G( ). In the C-planar drawing D of C , let region R
be the smallest subregion of R( ) (the region for cluster  ) which contains the drawing of H . Let
R be the subregion of R bounded by the the bounding cycle of R and the outer facial cycle of H .
Suppose that v is a vertex on the outer facial cycle of H and u is a vertex of G( ) on the boundary
of region R. Any straight line through v must contain a segment (x; y ) which is contained in R ,
with x on the outer facial cycle of H and y on the boundary of R (see Fig. 5(b)). We add an edge
(v; u) to G( ). We draw edge (v; u) in R in the following manner. First, we draw a curve from v to
x along the outer facial cycle of H . Then we continue along the segment (x; y) to point y. Finally,
we follow the boundary of R to u. This does not introduce any crossings since this curve is formed
all inside region R . By the operations above, a super-clustered graph C (G ; T ) of C is obtained,
where G = (V; E ); a C-planar drawing of C is formed; and C is a connected clustered graph.
Suppose that C is a sub-clustered graph of C , where C is connected and C-planar. A Cplanar drawing of C can be obtained by restricting a C-planar drawing of C to C . Therefore, C is
C-planar.
2
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3 C-planarity Testing
In this section, we describe an ecient algorithm for testing C-planarity in connected clustered
graphs.
Our algorithm is based on Theorem 1. For a clustered graph C = (G; T ), we test whether there
is a planar embedding of G such that for each node  of T , G ? G( ) is embedded in the same
face (the outer face) of G( ). We try to embed the subgraph induced by each cluster one by one,
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following a traversal of T from bottom to top. For each node  of T , we test whether G( ) has
any planar embeddings that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 for C ( ). If we proceed to the
root cluster, and such embeddings exist for the root of T , then the clustered graph is C-planar,
otherwise it is not C-planar.

3.1 Background

We apply the well known PQ-tree technique [3] in our algorithm. The following is a brief de nition
of the PQ-tree data structure.
The PQ-trees over a set U are trees whose leaves are elements of U and whose internal nodes
are distinguished as being either P-nodes or Q-nodes. Reading the leaves of a tree from left to right
yields its frontier. We can make two types of transformations on a PQ-tree:
1. arbitrarily permute the children of a P-node;
2. reverse the children of a Q-node.
By making such transformations on a PQ-tree, its frontiers form a set of permutations of the
leaves. We say the structure of a PQ-tree expresses a set of permutations of its leaves.
In the PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm, graphs are decomposed into biconnected components, and each biconnected component is tested for planarity. Each vertex of a biconnected
component is labeled by its st-number and added in the st-number order. The st-numbering is
calculated in the following manner. An st-numbering consists of a biconnected graph G with n
vertices and an arbitrary edge (s; t). The vertices of G can be numbered from 1 to n such that
vertex s receives number 1, vertex t receives number n, and every vertex except s and t is adjacent
both to a lower-numbered and a higher-numbered vertex. Vertices s and t are called the source
and the sink respectively.
We need the following lemma to understand the PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm and also
to show the correctness of our algorithm.
Lemma 1 [19] Suppose that a graph G is a biconnected and st-numbered planar graph. Let
Gk = (Vk ; Ek) be the subgraph of G induced by vertices Vk = f1; 2; : : :; kg, 1  k  n. If edge (s; t)
is drawn on the boundary of the outer face in an embedding of G, then all the vertices and edges of
G ? Gk are drawn in the outer face of the plane subgraph Gk of G.
Using the notation of the above Lemma, a planar drawing of G with all the vertices and edges of
G ? Gk drawn in the outer face of Gk is called a planar st-drawing of G.
The PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm maintains a PQ-tree throughout the algorithm. Whenever a vertex vi is added, an appropriate operation (called reduction) on the PQ-tree is made. After
each reduction step, the PQ-tree exactly expresses the set of possible permutations of the edges
that connect to Gk along the outer face of planar st-drawing of Gk .
The ecient implementation of the PQ-tree technique is fully described in [3].
We use the concept of virtual edge and virtual vertex in our algorithm. For a graph G(V; E )
with subgraph G (V ; E ), those edges with one end in V and the other end in V ? V are called
virtual edges of G , and those ends of the virtual edges in V ? V are called virtual vertices of G .
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3.2 A Testing Algorithm

0

We test C-planarity based on Theorem 1. We determine whether there is a planar embedding of
G such that for each node  of T , G ? G( ) is embedded in the same face (the outer face) of G( ).
We try to embed the subgraph induced by each cluster recursively, following a traversal of T
from bottom to top. For a node  of T with children 1 ; : : :; d , we test whether G( ) has any
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Figure 6: Illustration of Choosing s and t for Each Cluster
planar embeddings that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 for C ( ). We nd such embeddings
for C ( ) by combining the possible embeddings of each child cluster i which are found recursively.
Then we record such embeddings of G( ) for later testing of the parent cluster of  . We construct
a representative graph that represents all the possible orderings of edges that are incident to cluster
 around the outer face of G( ); then replace G( ) in G with the representative graph. Graph G
is changed every time we process a node of tree T . At the time when the algorithm proceeds to
cluster  , planar embeddings of G re ect all planar embeddings of the children of  that satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 1.
At cluster  , we not only test whether G( ) is planar, but also test whether the edges that
are incident to cluster  can be drawn in the outer face of G( ). Therefore, we have to take into
account the virtual edges of G( ). We form a graph G ( ) by adding virtual edges to G( ), and
apply the PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm to G ( ). We add a vertex on each virtual edge of
G( ) to distinguish them from each other; and let G ( ) be the graph resulted from connecting the
virtual edges of G( ) to a single virtual vertex (see Fig. 6).
The PQ-tree algorithm decomposes a graph into biconnected components and tests each of them
for planarity respectively. The following lemma facilitates the application of the PQ-tree algorithm
to G ( ).
Lemma 2 Suppose that F is a connected subgraph of G. Let F be the graph constructed by adding
virtual edges to F , and connecting each virtual edge to a single virtual vertex. If there are at least
two virtual edges in F , then all the virtual edges belong to the same biconnected component of F .
We apply the PQ-tree testing algorithm to G ( ). For the biconnected component B that
contains the virtual edges, we compute the st-numbering by choosing the single virtual vertex as
the sink and any vertex of G( ) that connects to the virtual vertex as the source. If the planarity
testing on G ( ) returns TRUE, then G ( ) is planar, and by Lemma 1, all the edges incident to
cluster  can be drawn in the outer face of G( ). Let TP Q be the nonempty PQ-tree that results
when the planarity testing on biconnected component B is completed. The tree TP Q expresses all
the possible orderings of the edges that are incident to cluster of  along the outer face of G( ).
We associate TP Q with cluster of  .
At each cluster  , we need to determine whether we can combine the planar embeddings of each
of its child cluster i that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 for C (i ) into planar embeddings of
G( ) that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 for C ( ). For each child cluster i of cluster  , we
replace G(i ) with a representative graph which is constructed from wheel graphs.
A wheel graph consists of a vertex called the hub of the wheel and a cycle called the rim of the
wheel, such that the hub is connected to every vertex on the rim. (see Fig. 7). Every face of a
wheel is a triangle except the face bounded by the rim. We call this face the rim face. If the rim
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Figure 7: A \Wheel" Graph
face of a wheel graph is drawn as the outer face, then we say the drawing is a canonical drawing of
the wheel.
The following lemma shows that wheel graphs have certain properties that can be exploited in
construction of representative graphs.
Lemma 3 Suppose that G is a planar graph with subgraph F . Let F be the subgraph constructed
by adding virtual edges to F . Let F1 , F2 , : : :, Fk be a collection of wheel subgraphs of F , such that
each wheel graph has a distinguished hub, the hubs only connect to vertices on the corresponding rim
in F , and every two wheel graphs have at most one common vertex. If there is a planar drawing D
of F with virtual edges drawn in the outer face of F , then there must also exist a planar drawing
D of F such that :
 The circular ordering of the virtual edges along the outer face of F is preserved.
 Every wheel graph Fi is drawn canonically.
 F ? Fi is drawn in the outer face of Fi.
In a PQ-tree, a P-node corresponds to a cut vertex in the graph the PQ-tree represents; a
Q-node corresponds to a biconnected component of the graph; and the leaves correspond to the
virtual edges. Given a PQ-tree associated with a graph G, we construct a representative graph
GP Q in the following manner. For each Q-node, we construct a wheel graph; for each P-node, we
construct a vertex which serves as a cut vertex connecting the wheels (see Fig. 8). The constructed
GP Q has the following properties:
 The ordering of the virtual edges is the same as the ordering of the leaves of the PQ-tree.
 Biconnected components in G correspond to wheels in GP Q.
 Cut vertices in G correspond to cut vertices in GP Q.
 Every vertex in GP Q has its counterpart in G except the vertices constructed as the hubs of
wheels.
The algorithm for testing the C-planarity of a connected clustered graph contains a main loop
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Figure 8: The Construction of Representative Graphs
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which is a post order traversal of tree T . For each node  of T , we test the planarity of G ( ),
construct a representative graph for G( ), and replace G( ) with the representative graph in G.
0

Algorithm 1 CPT

Input: a connected clustered graph C = (G; T );
Output: a boolean value indicating whether C is Cplanar.
(1) Use the PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm PT to determine whether G is planar. If G is
not planar, then return FALSE and exit.
(2) We proceed on T from bottom to top. For each non-leaf node  of T , perform the following:
(2.1) Form graph G ( ) from G( ).
Apply the PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm PT to G ( ). For the biconnected component that contains the virtual edges, choose the single virtual vertex as the sink t; choose
any vertex of G( ) that connects to vertex t as the source to compute st-numbering. Let
TP Q be the resulted PQ-tree when the testing of this component is completed.
If any biconnected component is non-planar, then return FALSE and exit.
(2.2) Construct representative graph G( )P Q based on TP Q.
(2.3) Replace subgraph G( ) in G with G( )P Q and update G.
(3) When we proceed to the root of T , test the planarity of the updated G using algorithm PT.
If graph G is not planar then return FALSE otherwise return TRUE.
0

0

2

The correctness of our algorithm follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1, 2, and 3.
It is shown in [3] that for a given graph G with n vertices and m edges, the PQ-tree planarity
testing algorithm requires at most O(n) steps. There are algorithms requiring O(n + m) steps to
nd biconnected components of a graph [1], and to generate st-numbering for each biconnected
component [8]. Note that graph G is updated throughout our algorithm. At node  of T , the
vertices in G that serve as hubs of wheels have no connection with the rest of the graph except
the vertices on the corresponding rim. Therefore, they do not appear in the updated G when the
algorithm proceeds to the parent node of  in T . Thus, the number of vertices of the updated G
is always O(n) throughout the algorithm, where n is the number of vertices of the input clustered
graph. Since each of the steps 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 takes linear time in terms of the size of G ( ) which
is bounded above by O(n), and they are iterated jT j times, step 2 takes O(jT j n) time in all. Both
of step 1 and step 3 take O(n) time. Hence algorithm CPT takes O(jT j n) time. We have assumed
that each node in T has at least two children except for leaf nodes. Thus T has at most 2n nodes.
Therefore algorithm CPT takes O(n2) time. The following theorem summarizes the performance
of algorithm CPT.
Theorem 3 Algorithm CPT tests C-planarity of an n vertex, connected clustered graph C = (G; T )
in O(n2) time.
0

3.3 An Embedding Algorithm

In this section, we show how to extend the C-planarity testing algorithm CPT to a C-planar
embedding algorithm CPEmbed. The input to algorithm CPEmbed is a connected clustered graph.
The algorithm returns a C-planar embedding if the input clustered graph is C-planar; otherwise,
returns an empty embedding.
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The algorithm PEmbed [4] replaces algorithm PT in our algorithm CPEmbed. The algorithm
PEmbed tests the planarity of a graph and nds a planar embedding if the graph is planar. It uses
the same PQ-tree technique as algorithm PT. If a graph is planar, PEmbed records a partial planar
embedding of the graph and returns a PQ-tree associated with each biconnected component of the
graph. By choosing an ordering of the leaves of each PQ-tree that the PQ-tree accepts, together
with the partial planar embedding, a complete planar embedding of the graph can be obtained in
linear time [4].
In our algorithm CPEmbed, we nd a circular ordering of the edges incident to each cluster
recursively, following a traversal of tree T from top to bottom. We modify algorithm CPT to CPT'
by replacing the primitive PQ-tree planarity testing algorithm PT with algorithm PEmbed. We use
a stack S to record the partial embeddings and the PQ-trees obtained by algorithm CPT' at each
node  of T . Visiting the stack from top to bottom forms a traversal of the inclusion tree T from
top to bottom.
The algorithm CPEmbed is described as follows.
Algorithm 2 CPEmbed
Input: a connected clustered graph C = (G; T );
Output: an C-planar embedding E of C which consists
of a circular ordering of edges incident to each
cluster of C .
(1) Perform algorithm CPT' on clustered graph C = (G; T ). At node  of T , push the partial
planar embedding and the PQ-tree associated with cluster of  onto a stack S . If CPT'
returns FALSE, then return an empty C-planar embedding and exit.
(2) E = ;.
While S is not empty, perform the following:
(2.1) Pop the partial embedding and the PQ-tree from stack S which corresponds to node 
of T .
Let ORD( ) be the circular ordering of edges incident to cluster  in embedding E .
Choose ORD( ) as the ordering of the leaves of the PQ-tree associated with G ( ).
Find a complete planar embedding H of G( ) according to ORD( ) and the partial
embedding popped from the stack.
(2.2) Call procedure Formalize(H ) (below) to modify H , such that for each wheel subgraph
F of G( ), F is embedded canonically, and the vertices and edges of G ? F are embedded
in the outer face (the rim face) of F .
(2.3) For each child i of  , nd the circular ordering ORD(i ) of the edges incident to cluster
i according to H ; and let E be E [ ORD(i).
0

2

Procedure Formalize changes a planar embedding of graph G, such that each wheel subgraph Fi is
embedded canonically, and G ? Fi is embedded in the outer face (the rim face) of Fi . By Lemma 3,
this kind of embedding exists. We formalize the embedding of G by moving the part of G ? Fi
which are not embedded in the rim face of Fi to the other side of the rim of Fi . The following
description of procedure Formalize completes our description of algorithm CPEmbed.

Procedure Formalize(H )

For each wheel subgraph Fi of G( ) updated in CPT':
For each vertex x on the rim of the wheel Fi :
10

Suppose that h is the hub of the wheel, r1, r2 are the two vertices on the rim adjacent
to x, and (h; v1; v2; : : :; vp; r1; vp+1; : : :; vq ; r2; vq+1; : : :; vl; h) is the circular order of
the vertices which connect to x de ned by H . We change this circular ordering to
(h; r1; v1; v2; : : :; vp; vp+1; : : :; vq ; vq+1; : : :; vl; r2; h).

2

The correctness of this algorithm follows from the correctness of PEmbed and CPT.
To compute the running time of algorithm CPT', we rst note that algorithm PEmbed takes
linear time (see [4]). Then, by a similar argument as for algorithm CPT, algorithm CPT' takes
O(n2) time. Consequently, step 1 of algorithm CPEmbed takes O(n2) time. According to [4], step
2.1 takes linear time in terms of the size of G ( ). Step 2.2, and 2.3 also take linear time in terms
of the size of G( ). Therefore, step 2 requires time O(n  jT j) = O(n2 ) in all. Thus, algorithm
CPEmbed require O(n2 ) time. The following theorem summarizes the performance of algorithm
CPEmbed.
Theorem 4 Algorithm CPEmbed nds a C-planar embedding of an n vertex, connected clustered
graph C = (G; T ) in O(n2 ) time.
0

4 Conclusion and Open Problems
In this paper, we have introduced a graph model known as clustered graphs and investigated the
planarity of clustered graphs. We have presented an ecient algorithm for testing C-planarity
in connected clustered graphs, and also extend the C-planarity testing algorithm to a C-planar
embedding algorithm.
Some interesting open problems include:
 Can we improve the performance of the proposed algorithms to linear time?
 For non-connected clustered graphs, with a given embedding of the underlying graph, how
do we test whether the embedding admits a C-planar drawing?
 Can we nd a polynomial time algorithm that tests C-planarity of non-connected clustered
graphs, or show that the problem is NP-hard?
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